Rapid/Quick Flat Jaw Tongs

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Heat the jaw end and clamp in vise.

2. Twist counter clockwise for right handed tongs. Twist both jaws in the same direction. (Should look like this)

3. Shape the jaw on the anvil. (For flat jaw tongs, the jaw can be left as is, but I prefer to thin the end a little, makes grabbing a piece out of the fire easier.)

Tong jaws can also be shaped under a power hammer. Here, I am using a 1” bottom swage and a ½” round rod to form the jaw.

4. Round out the reins.

5. Rivet the two together. You have finished!

There many jaw styles that can be made from Quick Flat Jaw Tongs Blanks!

If you have any questions regarding Quick Tongs, please contact us: mail@kensiron.com or 320-746-8161
Visit our website at: http://kensiron.com